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Sending off your baby to daycare from home is a tough task, for both the baby and you.  There are
many things you need to think about, from the type of daycare that you should choose, to the things
that you need to pack in your babyâ€™s bag.  But the most important concern that you must address is
the safety of your baby while he or she is away from you. One way to insure the babyâ€™s safety is by
putting name labels on the things that will go to the daycare, especially the sippy cups and the
bottles.  Daycare labels are important for the safety of your baby; they help avoid the spread of
diseases in the center.

Name labels are stickers attached to the baby things that go with the baby to the daycare.  They can
be displayed also on the outer most clothing to show the ownerâ€™s name.  They are also called name
tags or daycare labels. Besides the safety concerns, labels are also useful to prevent things getting
lost because of mix ups.  Itâ€™s but natural that with children, items get lost or left behind, and other
babies take it home with them by mistake.  You can try to solve this problem by writing their names
on their things, but it cannot be effective.   Name tags are the best solution to your kidâ€™s lost items.

Feeding is one of daycareâ€™s most important aspects.  You need to make the preparation of the
formula yourself before sending them to the daycare, and the bottles should have daycare labels. 
Why do you need to put name label on the bottles and other things that you will bring to the daycare
with your child?  Most daycares today require everything to be labeled, not only because of the
issue of sharing germs.  Daycare providers are required to make sure that your baby is given the
correct bottle and fed the correct formula.  So they only allow bottles that are pre prepared and in
the correct amount of formula.

Every baby thing should be labeled so there will not be a chance for confusion and mix up.  Put
name labels on everything, including pacifiers, blankets and other supplies.  You have many options
to choose from for doing this.  It may be okay to use permanent markets for things like wipes
containers, plastic bags, and diaper boxes. But you might not want to use these markers on bottles,
pacifiers, clothes, blankets and things that directly come in contact with your baby. Then you should
consider using iron on/stick on daycare labels.

To buy these labels, you can use the online shops.  Many of them are great, offering different sizes
and colors of labels.  Buying online is comfortable, because you can start and finish all the
transactions without needing to leave your home. And they deliver your order super fast.  You can
have labels for clothing tags, iron on labels, sippy cup and bottle labels, anything that you need for
labeling.  Even hanging dog tags for the babyâ€™s luggage or bag is easily made available to you.
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